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Model Parameter f2 CI TDT PT
Higuchi b 16.6% 14.4% 12.22% 6.6%

t85 44% 35% 27.77% 10%
Korsmayer n 9% 6.75% 6.5% 2.75%

t85 33% 28.32% 27.53% 12.25%
k 16.6% 14.4% 12.22% 6.6%
t85 44% 35% 27.77% 10%

Peppas Kd 40.91% 29.55% 27.27% 15.90%
t85 23.08% 17.36% 16.15% 9.81%
Kr 43.75% 34.37% 36.46% 16.6%
t85 25.47% 21.17% 22.17% 11.54%

Weibull a 39.17% 30% 20.83% 14.17%
t85 35.64% 29.52% 22.3% 16.19%
B 10% 7.67% 6% 3.67%
t85 39.51% 32.55% 26.87% 17.76%

Table 1. Detectable differences in single parameters with each test.  For each paramater of each model, 
the minimum detectable difference (in percentage of the parameter)  for each test (with power ≥ 0.8) is 
presented,   the correspondent difference in t85  produce by the difference in the parameter is also 
displayed. 



            Test & Condition

 Model

f2
iid

CI
iid

TDT
iid

PT
iid

F2
S.S.S.

CI
S.S.S

TDT
S.S.S.

PT
S.S.S.

Higuchi ( )  - - ( )* + + + - - -**

Korsmeyer - - f + + + + - - -**

Peppas ( ) - f + f ( ) - -**

Weibull ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) + - -**

Table 2. Effect of iid conditions and batch size in Power  for all the models and tests.
iid        : Independent identically distributed.
S.S.S.  : Smaller Sample Size
+          : Slight increase in Power
+ +       :  Evident increase in Power
-           : Slight decrease in Power
- -        : Evident decrease in Power 
( )        : No apparent effect

f          : Fluctuating. A different effect (slightly increase or decrease) at different zones of the diagrams

-*For batch size = 3, level of rejections of PT remain at 0.03 at all values of the test parameters, it is not 
and effect of batch size in general but of this very small batch size in particular. See discussion for 
detailed explanation.


